
  I initially met Ben Lai when my band Japandroids played Live from Thunderbird Radio Hell in 2007. That same year we also played Shindig. I remember both of these things feeling like really important events in our band’s career. When you’re first starting out, you’re mostly playing shows for your friends, and maybe some friends of friends. Shindig and Radio Hell were two of the first times our band received any sort of validation from outside our friend group, which is a very important thing. Playing Shindig and performing on Thunderbird Radio Hell felt like a badge of honour for us, and felt like it gave our band some sort of legitimacy as a thing we could point to that we had done. 

They are separate entities but the main goal of both Shindig and Live from Thunderbird Radio Hell is fundamentally the same. They both foster a sense of community within the live music scene by giving bands and artists a platform to be heard by people they don’t know directly.  Likewise, both Shindig and Radio Hell have a built in audience - people who want to hear about the new young bands/artists on the scene can go check out a round of Shindig or tune in to CITR on Thursday nights. Having that platform is so important. I’ve met so many people through Shindig and have so many fond memories of attending it as a judge, playing it with my band, hanging there as a fan. Likewise I’ve had the chance to guest DJ on Radio Hell a few times, and I love tuning in to see what new band he has playing there. 

Ben Lai hosted Shindig for well over a decade, and has been hosting Live from Thunderbird Radio Hell for more than fifteen years. So through his volunteer work at CITR he has helped provide a platform to hundreds and hundreds of local bands and artists. He’s put an incredible amount of time into actively supporting and encouraging musicians here in Vancouver and it would make me so happy to see all his hard work be recognized. 

